<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VEHICLES</th>
<th>PLATE</th>
<th>RATE CLASS</th>
<th>HIGHWAY RESTRICTION</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Utility (1,600 kg or less) | 035* | Restricted to:  
• crossing a highway  
• travelled portion of a highway within 100 metres of a worksite  
• untravelled portion of a highway (any distance) and designated areas  
Restricted to:  
• crossing a highway; and  
• the untravelled portion of a highway (any distance) | Police issued operation permit may be required >  
Eligible for exemption >  
Do not licence or insure mobile equipment > |
| Law enforcement | 035* | Restricted to:  
• crossing a highway  
• travelled portion of a highway within 100 metres of a worksite  
• untravelled portion of a highway (any distance) and designated areas  
Restricted to:  
• crossing a highway; and  
• the untravelled portion of a highway (any distance) | Police issued operation permit may be required >  
Eligible for exemption >  
Do not licence or insure mobile equipment > |
| Industrial machines (over 1,600 kg and all forklifts) | 170 | Restricted to:  
• the travelled part of a highway to and from worksite without a load; and  
• a worksite that is closed to the public (with or without a load) | Forklift also eligible for Restricted plate  
Eligible for exemption > |
| Limited access island | 030 | Restricted to highways on islands that are not accessible by either scheduled vehicle ferry service or a bridge. | Police issued operation permit may be required >  
Eligible for exemption >  
*Do not licence or insure beverage carts > |
| Golfing | 030 | Restricted to:  
• crossing a highway between two parts of same golf course; and  
• golf course parking lot or driveway | Police issued operation permit may be required >  
Eligible for exemption >  
*Do not licence or insure beverage carts > |
| Off-road use | 036* | Restricted to:  
• perpendicular highway crossing at controlled intersection (stop sign or traffic light);  
• being loaded/unloaded to or from another vehicle in a parking lot; or  
• in accordance with a police Operation Permit  
**An ORV number sticker plate is also available instead of a metal number plate. | For ORV details and insurance requirements, see MV1457  
Police issued operation permit may be required >  
Eligible for exemption >  
Do not licence or insure miniature vehicles > |

*Rate Class 035 is restricted to farming, industrial, landscaping, maintenance and law enforcement

*For uses other than described for Rate Class 035
ICBC INSURANCE

Rate class 035 provides on highway coverage for farm, industrial, maintenance, landscaping and law enforcement use. Rate class 036 provides on highway coverage for all other ORV uses. All other coverage is optional.

POLICE ISSUED OPERATION PERMIT (MV1815)

Brokers are not required to sight the operation permit. If your customer has any questions about the permit, direct them to the police department/detachment nearest to where the vehicle will be operated.

EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION, LICENSING AND ICBC INSURANCE

The exemption applies to industrial utility vehicles operated exclusively in one or more of the following areas:
- crossing a highway that intersects a worksite
- the travelled part of a highway that is within a worksite which is controlled so that it is inaccessible to the public
- the travelled part of a highway that is adjacent to a worksite when loading or unloading the vehicle from another vehicle
- the untravelled part of a highway at a worksite
- a parking lot or driveway and used by or on behalf of the property owner or operator

The exemption applies to golf carts owned or leased by a golf course owner or operator and operated exclusively in the following areas:
- to cross a highway between two parts of same golf course and
- in a golf course parking lot or driveway

Owners must have third party liability insurance with limits of at least the amount that is required for similar vehicles without an exemption. This coverage is not available from ICBC.

VEHICLES INELIGIBLE FOR REGISTRATION, LICENCE AND ICBC INSURANCE

Do not register, licence, insure or issue TOPs for the following vehicles:

- **Mobile equipment**: Self-propelled devices incapable of exceeding 10 km/hr, and can only be steered by an operator walking or standing behind, beside or in front of the device, or a work platform used to raise or lower the operator, tools or supplies.
- **Miniature motor vehicles**: Motorized go-carts, skateboards and other wheeled toy vehicles and miniature motorcycles are prohibited from operating on a highway except when operated on a designated parade route. If operating on a designated parade route, the customer must carry an insurance policy with minimum $200,000 third party liability coverage. This coverage is not available from ICBC.
- **Beverage carts**: owned or leased by a golf course owner or operator may be operated across a highway between two parts of same golf course and in a golf course parking lot or driveway. The customer must carry an insurance policy with minimum $200,000 third party liability coverage. This coverage is not available from ICBC.

DEFINITIONS

- **Designated area** means private property, parking lot, campground, airport, ferry terminal, golf course, and marina.
- **Limited access island** means an island that is not accessible by scheduled vehicle service or by bridge.
- **Travelled portion of highway** means the area of a highway that has a prepared surface for a vehicle operation, including the shoulder.
- **Untravelled portion of highway** means the portion of highway adjacent to the roadway/shoulder including the ditch, grassy boulevard, and the sidewalk.
- **Work purposes** means farming, industrial, maintenance or landscaping purposes.
- **Worksite** means a specific location where the tools, supplies or equipment carried on or in a motor vehicle are being used, or where a utility vehicle is being used for its unique utility purpose unrelated to the transportation of people or property. For a sidewalk sweeper or plow, the worksite is the continuous area that is being swept or plowed immediately beneath the vehicle; for all other vehicle types, operation on the travelled portion of the highway is limited to a maximum of 100 continuous metres from the worksite.